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A quantitative analysis of the viral transmission risk in public spaces al-
lows us to identify the dominant mechanisms that a proactive public
health policy can act upon to reduce risk, and to evaluate the reduction of
risk that can be obtained. The contribution of public spaces to the propa-
gation of SARS-CoV-2 can be reduced to a level necessary for a declining
epidemic, i.e. an overall reproduction rate below one. Here, we revisit
the quantitative assessment of indoor and outdoor transmission risk. We
show that the long-range aerosol transmission is controlled by the flow
rate of fresh air and by the mask filtering quality, and is quantitatively re-
lated to theCO2 concentration, regardless the roomvolumeand thenum-
ber of people. The short-range airborne transmission is investigated ex-
perimentally using dedicated dispersion experiments performed in two
shoppingmalls. Exhaled aerosols are dispersedby turbulent draughts in a
cone, leading toa concentration inverselyproportional to the squareddis-
tance and to the flow velocity. We show that the average infection dose,
called the viral quantum, can be determined from epidemiological data in
amanner consistent with biological experimental data.

Practical implications. The results provide quantitative guidance
useful for making rational public health policy decisions to prevent the
dominant routes of viral transmission through reinforced ventilation, air
purification,mechanical dispersion using fans, and incentivizing thewear-
ing of correctly fitted, quality facial masks (surgical masks, possibly cov-
ered by another fabric mask, or non-medical FFP2 masks). Taken to-
gether, suchmeasures significantly reduce the airborne transmission risk
of SARS-CoV-2.

K E YWORD S
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Abbreviations: CO2 , carbon dioxyde; GU, genom units.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Respiratory pathogens are transmitted via droplets emit-
ted by coughing or sneezing. However, oral fluid droplets
harbouring pathogenic particles are also generated dur-
ing expiratory human activities (including breathing, speak-
ing or laughing), which may cause asymptomatic and pre-
symptomatic transmission. The atomization process pro-
ducing aerosols occurs in the respiratory tract when an air
flow of sufficient velocity leads to the fragmentation of a
mucus film. Pathogens responsible for illnesses such as in-
fluenza, tuberculosis, measles or SARS can be carried by
these small droplets, which can remain airborne for long pe-
riods of time. 1–3
There is ample evidence that SARS-CoV-2, the virus caus-

ing coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), can be spread
through aerosols. 4–7 Airborne particles are the dominant
transmission pathway of COVID-19 in public places where
respiratory mask wearing is compulsory. Indeed, the heavier,
millimetre-sized droplets, known as sputters in common par-
lance, have a ballistic trajectory that is relatively insensitive
to the presence of air and are stopped by all types of masks.
Transmission through contact with fomites on which these
drops have been deposited is probably not significant 8–10 –
regardless of its actual weight in SARS-CoV-2 transmission,
the improvement of hand hygiene remains a recommended
habit to prevent the transmission of other pathogens. Fi-
nally, the possible transmission by faeces via aerosolization
when toilets are flushed remains controversial and probably
an ancillary pathway, if relevant at all. Airborne particles are
dragged along by the motion of air; when turbulent fluctua-
tions are able to keep the droplets in the air, they are known
as aerosols. Water in the droplets then evaporates into the
air, concentrating the droplets in virions and proteins from
mucus, some of which have antiviral properties that help in-
activate the virus after a few hours.
Viral particles have been directly evidenced in the air ex-

haled by patients, which can survive for several hours in amu-
cus droplet and remain airborne. SARS-CoV-2 has even been
found in hospital COVID ward ventilation exhaust filters. 11
Animal model experiments have shown that SARS-CoV-2 can
spread through the air in conditions where ballistic drops
are excluded. 12 Transmission in the most detailed case stud-
ies 13,14 can only be adequately explained through airborne
spread. Long distance transmission in quarantine hotels has
been documented, 15 where the absence of close contacts
was established via video surveillance footage review and

the contamination chain was supported by genomic evidence.
Asymptomatic, infected individuals do not cough or sneeze,
yet they account for at least 50 % of all transmissions 16; this
suggests that they do not spread the disease via large ballistic
droplets. Indoor transmission is 19 timesmore prevalent than
outdoors. 17 The trajectories of large ballistic droplets are in-
sensitive to indoor versus outdoor environments, whereas
that of aerosols are not. The lack of long-range airborne in-
fection outdoors provides a direct explanation for the risk
difference indoors and outdoors. Moreover, good ventila-
tion was shown to decrease transmission. 5 Healthcare work-
ers wearing personal protective equipment designed to pro-
tect against ballistic droplets, but not aerosols, have been in-
fected. 18 Finally, superspreading events, when a single pa-
tient infects a large number of people 19 can only be explained
by a long-range transmission. All these arguments provide ev-
idence for the airborne transmission of SARS-CoV-2.
Here, we revisit the problem of measuring the viral trans-

mission risk 20 in public places such as schools, offices, uni-
versity lecture halls, museums, theaters or shopping centers,
but also outdoors. Our aim is to characterize the dominant
transmission routes in social activities and to identify efficient
ways of reducing the risk of epidemic contamination in pub-
lic spaces. We first define the risk of transmission in a public
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F IGURE 1 Graphical abstract. Outdoors, airborne
viral transmission only takes place in the wake of an
infected person: the exhaled breath is very concentrated
in viral particles and is gradually dispersed by turbulent
air fluctuations. The transmission risk typically decays as
the inverse squared distance to the infected person.
There is no long-range transmission oudoors. Indoors,
the same turbulent dispersion induces a short-range risk
but the finite volume leads to a finite dilution of viral
particles, hence a long-range contamination risk.
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space and document its dependence on the number of peo-
ple present, the average time they are present, the available
volume in which aerosols are stored and the level of ventila-
tion. We then discuss what an acceptable residual risk might
be and against which ethical standard it can be assessed. The
risk assessment for long-range airborne transmission, which
is specific to indoor conditions and inexistant outdoors, is de-
termined and quantitatively related to the CO2 concentra-
tion. We then show that short-range airborne transmission,
localised in the wake of people infected by COVID-19, obeys
the same physical laws indoor, and outdoor. We report exper-
imental measurements of turbulent dispersion of a passive
tracer (CO2) performed in two French shopping centers: Fo-
rum des Halles in Paris and Carré-Sénart. In most such public
spaces, the turbulent diffusion is due to a small permanent air
flow leading to a rapid spatial decay of the tracer concentra-
tion. The supplementary risk when staying in the wake from
other people is determined quantitatively as a function of the
distance downwind. From this risk assessment, we define
quantitative standards (occupation capacity, CO2 level, venti-
lation, masks) which should be implemented in public spaces
to reach the acceptable residual risk. In conclusion, we elabo-
rate on various techniques available to reduce the viral trans-
mission risk in public places, as a complement to vaccination.

2 | AN OVERVIEW OF THE BIOL-
OGY OF SARS-COV-2

We provide here an overview of the biology of SARS-CoV-2
for non-specialists. Although it provides the basis for risk as-
sessment calculation, this section is mostly independent of
the rest of the article and can be read afterwards as well.

2.1 | Viral infectionmechanism
SARS-CoV-2 is a virus enveloped by a lipid bilayer in which
the E, M and S proteins are inserted. The lipid membrane
comes from the cell in which the virus replicated before be-
ing released, – but not from its plasma membrane. The virus
contains one copy of the genomic viral RNA protected by a
capsid, structured by the assembly of the nucleocapsid pro-
tein N. Viral particles measure 80 to 90 nm in diameter, and
are decorated with an average number of 48 spike ptoteins
(S) anchored in their envelope. The RNA genome encodes 26
proteins, including the envelope (E, M and S) and capsid (N)
proteins, aswell as non-structural proteins that are necessary

for the replication and the assembly of the virus inside the
host cell. 21,22 To colonize a cell, the virus, interacts through
the S protein – which is cleaved by a host cell protease (the
TMPRSS2 protease) – with a host cell membrane protein (the
ACE2 receptor). Cleavage of the S protein is necessary for a
conformational change so that it can effectively interact with
the ACE2 receptor. This interaction leads to the formation
of a virus-ACE2 complex which triggers the internalization of
the virus inside the cell.
A series of cellular events lead to the disassembly of the

virion and the undressing of the RNAmolecule. The released
viral RNA is taken in charge by the ribosomes of the host
cell, which read the information it encodes and produce the
twenty to thirty viral proteins needed to produce viruses.
New viral particles are subsequently assembled , by hijacking
the host cell mechanisms, and subsequently released, leading
to the colonization of neighboring cells. 23
From the nasal cavity, which is probably the first tissue to

be contaminated, the virus, embedded in the mucus secreted
by certain cells of thenasal epithelium, is carried to the throat,
then to the trachea and finally to the lungs or the esophagus,
andfinally to deeper organs. The severity andvariety of symp-
toms of the disease depends on the likelihood that viral in-
fection overcomes host defenses and reaches multiples sites,
as well as on host-inflicted damages by the potent inflamma-
tory and interferon responses launched against viral assault.
In contrast, dissemination of the virus depends essentially on
its ability to colonize the host respiratory tracts, andmay thus
not be correlated with the severity of symptoms. 24 From the
nasal cavities, the virus has thepossibility to goup to thebrain
and to colonize certain cells of the cortex. More rarely, the
virus can be found in the blood or lymph, reach the different
organs of the body and colonize specific cell types of certain
organs (liver, kidney, heart, prostate, etc.). 25
When the virus is concentrated in the nasal cavity or

throat, it is disseminated via a mist of fine droplets of mucus
or saliva dispersed by breathing, talking or singing. A sneeze
or cough produces larger droplets containing viral particles.
When these droplets are formed, their content in viral parti-
cles increases linearly with the viral charge in the nasal cav-
ity for mucus droplets or in the throat for saliva droplets. 26
An organismmay become infected if a sufficient amount of vi-
ral particles interact with cells expressing both the TMPRSS2
proteaseand theACE2 receptor and if thevirus is able tohack
into cellularmechanisms toproduceanddisseminatenewviri-
ons. At each cycle, the virus needs to enter cell, replicate
its RNA molecule, produce the proteins required for its sefl-
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assembly, and then be released.
Omics database provide an overview of the tissues and

cells types that express the TMPRSS2 protease and theACE2
receptor in the different tissues of the human body (Hu-
man Cell Atlas). The commonly accepted hypothesis is that
these cells constitute the first target cells for the SARS-CoV-
2 virus. 27 The existence of a set of nasal cells in the expres-
sion map of the ACE2/TMPRSS2 suggests that the nasal ep-
ithelium is most often the first contaminated tissue. 28–30

2.2 | Antiviral responses
The arrival of the virus in the nasal cavity induces an antivi-
ral response. This response is due to the recognition of pieces
of the virus by cells of the organism and involves the interac-
tion of pieces of RNA or proteins of the virus considered as
danger signals with cell receptors interacting with these dan-
ger signals. This interaction triggers a non-specific antiviral
defensive response, which relies notably on the production
of a class of molecules called interferons. Upon binding of
their receptors on cognate target cells, interferons trigger the
expression of a broad array of interferon-stimulated genes
(ISGs) which, through a variety of mechanisms, contribute to
restricting viral replication. 31
Interferons are produced by infected cells but also by sen-

tinel immune cells. After their secretion, they diffuse and
bind their receptors on surrounding cells without discrimi-
nating whether they are infected or not, shutting down cell
functions. As concentration is higher around the site of in-
fection, diffusion leads to an efficient stochastic tracking of
infected cells. If the interferon response is launched early, in
a localized and circumscribed way, the viral spreading across
the cell tissue can be stopped. 32,33 However, an overly strong
interferon response is not only antiviral but also destructive.
Moreover, the viral-host crosstalk is further complexified due
to the fact that some of the viral proteins counteract the host
interferon responses and in a reciprocal way, the host inter-
feron responsesmay amplify the virus infectivity. 34

2.3 | Role of themucus in the
contamination
The nasal cavity is a battlefield where the replication of the
virus and its inhibition are opposed in time and space. The
cellular mechanisms allowing the replication and secretion
of the virus as well as those leading to the interferon re-
sponse are specific to each individual. Thus, the kinetics of

the mechanisms allowing the replication and secretion of the
virus characterizes the capacity of an individual to be more
or less contaminator. Similarly, the kinetics of the interferon
response correlates with an individual’s susceptibility to in-
fection. 35 An important element often forgotten modulates
these kinetics in the nasal cavity and participates in the im-
mune response: themucus. Mucus is composedmainly of wa-
ter (95%), lipids and proteins (mucins). 36,37 It is secreted by
specialized cells (goblet cells) that are also the cells infected
by the virus. Mucus forms two layers over the nasal epithe-
lium, a gel with a network of polymerizedmucins anchored to
themembraneof the epithelial cells and a solution thatmoves
under the action of the cilia of the epithelial cells. The vis-
coelastic properties ofmucusdependon the typeofmucins 38
(there are 16 isoforms of mucins) and on the physicochem-
ical environment (humidity, calcium concentration and pH).
There is a synergy between the mucus and the immune sys-
tem (mucosal immunity): the network created by the poly-
merized mucins traps particles down to sizes of a few hun-
dred nanometers (virus size). Mucus also contains enzymes
that can neutralize viruses and bacteria in a non-specificman-
ner. Nasal microbiota, a community of bacteria inside themu-
cus, also plays a role in the defense against contamination by
viruses or pathogenic bacteria. It must be emphasized that
nasal mucus and saliva, which is also a specific mucus, have
different compositions and physicochemical characteristics.
Several problems remain open:

• The respective contributions of the mucus and interferon
responses in the clearance of SARS-CoV-2. 39

• The role of mucus in the formation of droplets and their
contaminating character: concentration of the virus, size
of the droplets, mixture of the mucus of two different in-
dividuals – mucus of the transmitter and mucus of the re-
ceiver. 40

• The evolution of the physico-chemical characteristics of
themucus as a function of age, temperature, humidity, pH,
ionic concentration (in particular calcium which in high
concentration condenses the mucin polymers) and pathol-
ogy. 41
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3 | DEFINING AND MODELING
THE TRANSMISSION RISK

3.1 | Contamination as a Poisson
process
Contamination risk assessment requires the estimate of the
probability of contamination under a given intake viral dose.
The intake dose is the amount of viral particles inhaled by a
person, cumulated over time. The simplest hypothesis is to
assume an independent action of all inhaled viral particles,
whichmeans that a single virus can initiate the contamination.
The probability that at least one virus particle manages to en-
ter a cell and replicate is independent of the presence or not
of others viral particles. However, more than one is statisti-
cally needed, as theprobability that a single virus overwhelms
the host immunity defences successfully is small, typically be-
tween 10−6 and 10−5 . Contamination takes place when a sin-
gle virion penetrates to a vulnerable locus where conditions
are favorable. Although it remains possible that a coopera-
tive attack of many virions is needed to evades host defenses
to initiate infection, the independent action will be assumed
in most of this paper. The intake viral dose d is defined as
the amount of virus particles inhaled by a person. It increases
with the time of exposure to the virus and with the concen-
tration of viral particles in the air. For an individual having in-
haled an intake dose d , the probability law of infection p(d )
takes the form:

p(d ) = 1 − e−ad (1)

where the susceptibility a is the inverse of the infection dose
defined, for each individual, as the intake dose for which the
probability of infection is 1−1/e ' 63 %. This equation is char-
acteristic of a Poisson process. a is widely distributed across
individuals, according to a probability distribution f (a), for a
given population. We denote by ā = ∫

af (a)da the average of
a over individual characteristics. ā−1 is called the quantum of
infection for this population and can in principle be expressed
as a number of viral particles, inGU (genomunits). The dose d
is standardly expressed directly in "quanta", used as a conve-
nient unit for a quantity of viral particles.
Cooperativity can be simply taken into account by assum-

ing that K virions successfully overcoming the barriers are
needed to replicate in cells and overwhelm the host antiviral
defences. The probability of contamination then reads:

p(d ) =
∞∑
k=K

(ad )k

k ! e−ad (2)

which resumes to the Poisson process for K = 1. As no ev-
idence of cooperativity in viral infection has ever been pro-
vided,wewill keep the simplerPoissonprocess hypothesis for
the rest of the paper. It must not be confused with theWells-
Rileymodel, that will be discussed later on.

3.2 | Viral load distribution
The viral load of an infected person depends on time. For sim-
plicity, the concentration of viral particles in the exhaled air,
noted D, can be assumed to present the same temporal pro-
file amongst patients:

D = Dm h (t − tc ) (3)

whereDm is a characteristic concentration and tc the contam-
ination time. Both D and Dm can be expressed in GU/m3 or
in quanta/m3 . The rescaled viral load curve h(t ) is dimension-
less. h increases exponentially in the presymptomatic period
and decreases exponentially at long time (Fig. 2). For reasons
that will appear later, we choose here the following normal-
ization for h(t ), which provides an unambiguous definition of
themean contagious timeT :∫ ∞

0
h(t )dt = T (4)∫ ∞

0
t h(t )dt = T 2 (5)

The characteristic viral concentration Dm is highly variable
amongst infectedpeople. Inorder to consider anaverageover
all statistical realizations, we introduce the probability den-
sity function g (Dm ). As analyzed in Goyal et al., 44 the hetero-
geneity of Dm amongst people is related to the phenomenon
of epidemic superspreading.
For the Wuhan-1 reference strain, the contagious timeT

is equal to 5.7 dayswith the above definition (Fig. 2). Themax-
imum viral load is then h(0) Dm ' 5.6 Dm . The mean viral
charge Dm is around 108 GU for thewild strains. 42,45 Themu-
tant strain B.1.1.7 exhibit a double viral charge as compared
to the wild-type (Dm ' 2 108) but its basic reproduction num-
ber is 1.5 larger only. This increases the viral persistence in
the sense that a longer duration (+2.2 days) above the chosen
threshold for theRT-PCR tests is observed. However, the con-
tagious timeT does not increase. The mutant strains P.1 and
B.1.617 present a basic reproduction number 2 times larger
than the wild strains which, probably, is associated to a larger
mean value of Dm . 46
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F IGURE 2 (a) Model dimensionless viral charge h(t ) as a function of time t , in days, after contamination. h(t ) is
assumed to increase exponentially up to themaximal viral load and then to decay exponentially.42 The best fit to the
data provides the four fit parameters: themaximal viral charge is reached after 5.4 days; the exponential growth rate
before this maximum is 2.8 days−1; the exponential decay rate after this maximum is −1.5 days−1. (b) Histogram of the
duration between contamination and symptoms43. The solid line is the best fit by aWeibull distribution. (c) Average
viral charge from Jang et al.42 as a function of the duration after symptoms. The best fit provides the average viral
charge Dm .

3.3 | The individual risk budget
From the point of viewof a rational agentwho computes their
benefit-risk balance for any activity, risk would naturally be
defined as the probability of being infected while attending
a certain public space. This risk depends on the characteris-
tics of their immune system, on their co-morbidity factors and
on the average viral dose they statistically inhale in this pub-
lic space. For such a (non)rational agent, the risk is propor-
tional to the epidemic prevalence P defined as the fraction
of infected people. This type of individualist reasoning con-
stitutes the central reason for which the epidemics presents
stop-and-go waves.
A truly rational agent must therefore be altruist and base

their benefit-riskbalanceon thenumberof people theywould
contaminate if asymptomatic or presymptomatic. In order to
sustain anepidemicdecay (ZeroCovid strategy), eachCOVID-
19 infected person must contaminate less than one person
on average during the time they are contagious, hence in the
range of 7 days for the wild strain and 10 days for the B.1.1.7
and P.1 mutant strain. A crude proportionality relation pro-
vides an estimate of the maximum acceptable risk per unit
time around 0.0035 hour−1 . This must be understood as fol-
lows: if during each hour, the risk to contaminate someone,
being asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic, is limited to 0.35 %
then the contribution to the creation of chains of contamina-
tion remains consistent with an epidemic control. In other
words, amongst 300 infectedpeople attending a certainpublic

space during one hour, only onewould be statistically allowed
to contaminate someone else. The calculation can be refined
by separating private, intra-family time, without masks, and
the fraction of time spent in public space, wearing a mask.
Intra-family contamination can be fought by a combination of
testing, isolation and ventilation; however, it remains overall
more effective than contamination in public space. A crude
approximation would be to consider that any extra-family
contamination leads to the contamination of the whole fam-
ily, multiplying, in France, the contaminations by a factor 2.2
– the average size of a family. Estimating the average public
time around 80 hours in 10 days, the acceptable risk per unit
time in apublic spacebecomes0.005 hour−1: one infectedper-
son over 200must, at maximum, infect another person during
one hour.
This idea of an individual risk budget, even considering

an altruist rational agent, belongs to the hygienist, behav-
iorist tradition. A scientific definition of the risk should in-
clude the partial environmental and social determination of
behaviours.

3.4 | A definition of the transmission
risk in a public space
From a scientific perspective, the risk induced by a certain
public space should characterize its contribution to the epi-
demic reproduction rate R , defined as the average number
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of people infected by a virus carrier. This risk should not de-
pendon theepidemic incidence ratebut only on the statistical
creation of chains of contamination inside this public space,
given the health procedures. It is, indeed, the epidemic repro-
duction rate that determines whether the epidemic amplifies
(R > 1) or decays (R < 1). Here, we therefore define the risk
of a public space as the average number of infections r that
a COVID-19 infected person would cause on the average by
staying in it. In order to be useful, this risk r must be directly
comparable to 1. The individual risk, defined for an altruist ra-
tional agent, would then be the average of the risk r over a
time window corresponding to the infectious time, weighted
by the duration of each social activity.
Considering the contamination as a Poisson process, the

mean number Z of people contaminated in a certain public
place hostingN people during a given period of time, amongst
whichM infected people reads:

Z =
N−M∑
i=1

(
1 − e−ai di

)
(6)

where di is the intake dose of the individual labelled i while
1/ai is their contamination dose. In the case where all N peo-
ple are statistically subjected to the same intake dose di = d ,
the risk r reads:

Z̄ = (N −M )

∫ ∞

0
f (a)

(
1 − e−ad

)
da (7)

The quantity ∫
f (a)

(
1 − e−ad

) da is the probability to get in-
fected when an intake dose d is inhaled. It is called the dose
response function. We consider now the low limit where the
intake dose, expressed in quanta ād has a very lowprobability
of being larger than 1. This excludes super-spreading events,
whichoccurwhenan infectedpersonwitha largeexhaled con-
centration Dm attends an under-ventilated place, leading to
multiple simultaneous infections. Then, performing the lin-
earization 1 − exp(−ad ) ' ad , the equation simplifies to:

Z̄ = (N −M )ād (8)

The average number of secondary infections is proportional
to the intake dose expressed in quanta, ād , and to the number
of non-immune people (N −M ).
We now introduce the dimensionless dilution factor ε be-

tween the viral concentration in the inhaled air and the vi-
ral concentration in exhaled air D. In the next section, we
will discuss how ε can be related to CO2 concentration and
to mask efficiency. To determine the risk, as defined above,
theM infected people are statistically picked up amongst the

N people present. The inhaled dose of one particular person
amongst N can, averaged over configurations, be expressed
as:

d = q

∫
d t ε

M∑
i=1

Di
m h(t − t

i
c ) (9)

where q is the inhalation rate, i.e. the product of thebreathing
rate by the tidal volume. On the average, for light exercise,
q ' 0.5 m3/hour.

Z̄ = M (N −M )ā q̄ D̄mT (10)

To evaluate the risk, the factorM (N −M )must itself be aver-
aged overM . For simplicity’s sake, the fact that people from a
samegroup aremore likely to get infected together is ignored.
The probability thatM people are infected amongst N is gov-
erned by the binomial law, given the epidemic prevalence P .
The mean number of infected people is M̄ = NP . The mean
number of infected people Z̄ involves the multiplicative fac-
torM (1 −M /N ) = (1 − 1/N )(1 − P ). At small epidemic preva-
lence, the risk is independent of P as expected: it character-
izes the creation of contamination chains.
The risk is proportional to the product of the mean inhala-

tion rate q̄ by the integrated viral concentration D̄mT divided
by themean quantumof infection ā−1 . These four parameters
can be combined into a single one, which is mean integrated
quantum emission N defined by:

N̄ = q̄ ā D̄mT (11)

N̄ may depend on the particular activity taking place in the
public space. The risk, as defined above, finally reads:

r =
Z̄

M̄
= ε (N − 1) (1 − P ) N̄ (12)

4 | LONG-RANGE AIRBORNE
TRANSMISSION RISK MEASURED
USING CARBON DIOXIDE CON-
CENTRATION

4.1 | Relating the dilution ratio to
carbon dioxide concentration
Consider first the case of a public space where nobody wears
a respiratory mask. In first approximation, both carbon diox-
ide and aerosol droplets are emitted by an infected per-
son at a rate proportional to the respiratory rate, which de-
pends on their activity. When gravity is negligible in front of
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turbulence-induced drag forces, aerosol droplets are also dis-
persed in the air according to the same effective laws as CO2 .
We can safely consider that the M COVID-19-infected peo-
ple are statistically picked up amongst the N people present,
who all emit CO2 . The dilution factor between the exhaled air
and the air inhaled by one particular person amongst N can
be expressed as:

ε =
C − Ce
N Ca

(13)
where Ca ' 37500 ppm is the average CO2 concentration in
exhaled air.
Finally, we introduce afiltering factorλ due to the effect of

respiratory masks, which will be quantified below. The use of
air purifiers can be similarly included in the risk formula: just
like masks, it does not change the CO2 level, but reduces the
contamination risk.
We obtain the final formula for the average risk in a public

space, in the low risk limit:

r̄ =

(
1 −

1

N

)
(1 − P )

(〈C 〉 − Ce )

Ca
λ2 N̄ (14)

where 〈C 〉 is the average concentration at the locationwhere
the (N − M ) non-infected people stand statistically at time t .
This equation, which constitute a central result of this paper,
is remarkable: at large N , the dependence of the risk with re-
spect to the volume of the room, the ventilation or the num-
ber of people are all encoded in the space averaged CO2 con-
centration 〈C 〉.
The result is more subtle than it seems at first sight. In-

deed, the N occupants of a public space all exhale CO2 but
only the M infected ones exhale virions. Let us compare the
risk of a well-ventilated lecture hall (say, at 750 ppm of CO2),
with 50 students, to the risk if the same students are spread
out in two conventional roomswith the sameCO2 level. Obvi-
ously, all other things being equal, the probability of a student
being infectious is twice lower when 25 students are grouped
together, rather than 50. However, since the ventilation must
be proportional to the room occupation capacity to keep the
CO2 level, the viral particles are twice more concentrated in
the small room and therefore the inhaled doses double. Un-
der the above assumption, the average number of people in-
fected is the same, although the risk is distributed differently:
when the intake dose ad is not small compared to 1, there is
a larger probability to get an infection cluster (in the weak
sense Z > 1) using two small rooms as the dose is higher.
More generally, the increase of the risk by a factor N due

to the fact that N people can be infected is exactly balanced
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F IGURE 3 (a) Sample of the number of people N (t )
in the EuraLille shoppingmall in september 2020. (b)
CO2 concentrationC − Ce averaged over 10 sensors
spread over the shoppingmall. (c) CO2 concentration
C − Ce predicted from equation (15) using the number
of people N (t ) as an input. The shoppingmall volume
and the total ventilation flow rate aremeasured
independently.

by the factor 1/N in the expression of the dose, related to the
fact that not only infected people emit CO2 , but everyone in-
stead. For this, we need to linearize the equationwith respect
to the intakedose ad , an approximationwhich gets better and
better as N increases and which constitutes an upper bound
for the risk.
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4.2 | Long-range transmission: the
well-mixed hypothesis
The long-range airborne transmission risk can bemodeled us-
ing thewell-mixed hypothesis: the viral particles are assumed
to be dispersed over the whole enclosed volumeV . Denoting
byQ the flow rate of fresh air, the conservation of CO2 reads:

V
dC

d t
= N q̄Ca + Q (Ce − C ) (15)

where C is the average CO2 concentration. Figure 3 shows a
sample of the number of peopleN (t ) in the Euralille shopping
mall and the associated CO2 concentration signal C (t ). The
CO2 concentration is delayed with respect to number of peo-
ple N so that ventilation is better controlled using N thanC .
ExpressingC as a function of ε with equation (13), we get:

V
dε

d t
= (q̄ − Qε) (16)

The sedimentation flux of heavy particles can be included in-
side Q as well. It is a linear relaxation equation towards the
steady state solution:

ε =
q̄

Q
(17)

The exponential relaxation time is simply the ratio of the vol-
umeV to the fresh air flow rateQ .

4.3 | Exponential epidemic growth
Consider a micro-society which shares the same air, under
permanent social conditions. The epidemics will grow expo-
nentially with a rate noted σ . Then the average risk is directly
the epidemic reproduction rate R :

R =

(
1 −

1

N

)
(1 − P )

(〈C 〉 − Ce )

Ca
λ2 q̄ ā D̄mT (18)

Contrarily to the previous formula, the transmission time is
comparable to the epidemic timescale σ−1 . The infection rate
I , defined as the mean number of infected people per unit
time obeys a Fredholm integral equation of second kind:

I (t ) = (1 − P (t ))
R

T

∫ ∞

0
I (t − t ′)h(τ)dt ′

with P (t ) = N −1
∫ t

−∞

I (t ′)dt ′ (19)
At small epidemic prevalence P , these equations admit an ex-
act exponential solution. The growth rate σ is related to the
epidemic reproduction rate R by the Lotka-Euler equation:

R =
T∫

h(t ) exp(−σt )dt (20)

This relation is plotted in figure 4 for the rescaled viral load
shown in figure 2.
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F IGURE 4 Relation between epidemic reproduction
number R and the observed epidemic growth rate σ , as
given by equation (20).

5 | SHORT-RANGE AIRBORNE
TRANSMISSION RISK INDOOR
AND OUTDOOR

The air carrying viral particles is gradually diluted by turbu-
lent dispersion after exhalation by an infected person. In its
vicinity, the concentrationof viral particles is thereforehigher
than far away. In an indoor space, the dilution is limited by
the finite volume, which leads to an accumulation of viral par-
ticles. Indoor and outdoor spaces differ by the long-range risk
of transmission but share the short range one. Two transport
mechanisms exist at short-ranges: ballistic droplets exit the
nose and mouth with an initial momentum and rapidly fall to
the ground under their own weight, while aerosol droplets
are carried by an airflow, whichever is greater between the
exit velocity out of the body and the ambient airflow. We in-
vestigate here the short-range aerosol risk by measuring and
modeling the turbulent dispersion of CO2 in a generic situa-
tion. We make use of controlled experiments performed in
different corridors of two French shopping malls, under vari-
ous ventilation conditions.

5.1 | Experimental set-up
The experimental setup is shown in figure 5. A controlled
CO2 source of constant mass rate Ûm is obtained by sublimat-
ing dry ice sticks in an open cylindrical container of diameter
20 cm heated by a hot plate. The source is positioned at a
distance 1.1 m above the ground. The measured sublimation
rate ( Ûm = 1.5 g/s) is equal to about 150 times the CO2 exha-
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F IGURE 5 Schematic of the experimental setup
used tomeasure the turbulent dispersion of
contaminants. Dry ice sticks stored in an open cylindrical
container are sublimated using a hot plate. The gas
produced is convected downstream by the small draught
blowing in the corridor where the CO2 concentration is
recorded. The scales measures themass injection rate Ûm .
(a) Top view of the corridor layout. The source size
(∼ 20 cm) is much smaller than the typical corridor width
(5 to 10 m). (b) Zoomed-in view of the source. The
sensors are placed at 1.1 mabove ground.

lation rate of an adult at rest. This allows us to measure CO2
concentrations with a high relative accuracy.
The experiment had been designed, imagining that the tur-

bulent dispersionwould be statistically isotropic, as expected
for an effective diffusion caused by large scale incoherent tur-
bulentmotion. Preliminary observations using a source of mi-
cron size glycerol+water droplets (Fig. 6), have shown that in
most large public spaces, there are draughts causing horizon-
tal transport and biased dispersion. After identification of the
"wind" direction, non-dispersive infrared (NDIR)CO2 sensors
are placed downstream from the source. They recorded the
CO2 concentration C over the duration of each experiment,
around 30minutes. the initial and final values ofC are used to
determine the background CO2 levelCe .
After an initial short transient time, a concentrationfield in

a statistically steady state is established. CO2 concentration
in excess has been measured in eight different locations, in
corridors, near shops and a food court. The draught wind ve-

locity ū wasmeasuredusing ahot-wire anemometer. It ranges
from 0.1 to 2 m/s depending on the location in the shopping
malls. Measurements were done with different ventilation
flow rates Q and recycled air fractions; the use of fire safety
ventilation, namely mechanical smoke extractors and smoke
vents, has been tested when available. Measurements have
beenperformedwith entrancedoors bothopenand closed, as
open doors create large draughts in some locations. Control
sensors (not shown infigure 5), placed immediately upstream,
to the left and to the right of the source showed no concentra-
tion increase: convection dominates over diffusion.

5.2 | Results
Concentration profiles are averaged over the fraction of the
time during which the "wind" is reasonably aligned with the
sensor axis. They show a fast decay whose best fit by a power
law typically gives x−2 . Denoting by R (x ) the typical radius of
the contaminant dispersion cone (Fig. 6), the mass conserva-
tion equation provides the scaling law:

ρCO2 (C − Ce ) ūR 2 ∼ Ûm (21)
where ρCO2 = 1.83 kg/m3 is the density of sublimated CO2 .
The decay of C − Ce is therefore consistent with the overall
conical shape of the dispersion zone: the dispersion radius
R (x ) is roughly linear in x . This must not be confused with
the conical shape of high speed jets in a fluid at rest. Here,
theCO2 is dispersedbya statistically homogeneous turbulent
flow.
In figure 7, the CO2 concentration is rescaled by Ûm/ρCO2 ū

and plotted as a function of space x . The reasonable collapse
between data shows that the CO2 concentration is propor-
tional to the inverse wind velocity ū . The fraction of fresh
air injected in the ventilation system, which controls the long-
range risk, had no effect on the measured concentrations:
only the local airflow disperses CO2 . Our first conclusion is
therefore very simple and directly useful for risk reduction of
large public spaces: ventilation controls the long range trans-
mission risk andfire safety ventilation is a usefulwayof reduc-
ing it; horizontal draughts are the predominant airflow that
controls turbulent dispersion, and notmechanical ventilation.
It has been argued on a phenomenological base by Viller-

maux et al. 47–49 that the turbulent dispersion cone can be ge-
ometrically described by the scaling law: R (x ) ∼ a + x , at least
when there is a typical separation of scale of 1 : 10 between
the source size and the integral length. a is the effective aero-
dynamic source size. We can therefore parametrize the dilu-
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F IGURE 6 Radial extent R (x ) of a turbulent fog
cone, determined using video imaging from above. The
contour corresponding to a scattered light intensity
equal to e−1 ≈ 37 %of themaximum is chosen. The solid
line is the solution of Eq. (25), including both the Taylor
(Eq. 26) and Kolmogorov (Eq. 28) dispersion regimes.
The dashed line is the tangent at the inflection point.
Insert: picture from the top, showing the light intensity
diffused by the fog, averaged over 0.2 s.

tion by:
ρCO2 (C − Ce ) ū

Ûm
=

1

α2 (a + x )2
(22)

where α is the dispersion cone slope, determined by the tur-
bulent fluctuation rate u∗/ū .
We find, a = 0.35 m, which is close to the actual diame-

ter of the dry ice container and α = 0.10. We have also in-
cluded in Fig. 7, the CO2 concentration in the wake of a vol-
unteer breathing through themouth, in a fan-inducedwind of
velocity ū = 0.3 m/s. We find a ≈ 0.27 m and a slightly higher
fluctuation rate α = 0.14. The safety distance concept (2 m in
French guidelines as ofApril 2021) does not take into account
thedispersion rate, controlledby the typicalflowvelocity. For
the gentle draught of shoppingmall corridors ū ' 0.2 m/s, the
supplementary risk at this distance corresponds to a carbon
dioxide concentration excess of 50 ppm.

5.3 | Amodel for short-range
transmission
The scaling law R (x ) ∼ a + x is a very striking approximation.
Indeed, it is known since an article by Taylor 50 published one

century ago that turbulent dispersion is diffusive. Any con-
taminant like CO2 or light viral particles move with the local
velocity, which includes fluctuations about ū . Their overall
motion is a randomwalk induced by turbulentfluctuations su-
perimposed to a drift downwind at the velocity ū . The height
above the ground controls the correlation length of velocity
fluctuations, as this geometrical distance restricts the size of
the turbulent eddies. The motion of viral particles (or CO2
molecules) is a Brownian motion at scale larger than the cor-
relation length L. The eddy diffusivity D is then the product
of L by the shear velocity u∗ , which reflects the turbulent fluc-
tuation intensity. As theVonKármán constant is almost equal
to the turbulent Schmidt number, the multiplicative factor is
close to 1.
Neglecting the longitudinal diffusion, the average concen-

trationC obeys the convection-diffusion equation

ū
∂C

∂x
= r −1

∂

∂r

(
r D

∂C

∂r

)
(23)

Assuming that the turbulent diffusion coefficient D does not
depend on r , the equation admits an exact solution:

C =
Ûm

πR 2ū
exp

(
−
r 2

R 2

)
(24)

where R obeys the equation:

ū
dR 2
dx = 4D (25)

It integrates into R 2 = 4(D/ū)x in the regime described by
Taylor, or equivalently:

R = 2
( u∗
ū
Lx

)1/2 (26)
The concentration therefore decays as 1/x andnot 1/x 2 as ob-
served.
The deviation to Taylor diffusion theory comes from the

fact that the source diameter is in the inertial subrange of tur-
bulence. 47–49 Following Kolmogorov scaling law, the contam-
inant is dispersed by eddies of typical size R , with a typical ve-
locity difference increasing asR 1/3 . In this inertial regime, one
therefore expects a scaling of the form:

D = u∗L

(
R

L

)4/3
(27)

which integrates into:

R = L−1/2
(
4u∗
3ū

x

)3/2
(28)

As the separation of scales between the source size and
the integral length of turbulence L is small, the dispersion
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F IGURE 7 Time-averaged concentration excess
profiles as a function of distance x to the source. The
concentration is rescaled by Ûm/(ρCO2 ū), where Ûm is themass injection rate and ū the air velocity. The solid curve
is the best fit by equation (22). Crosses and dashed line:
human breathingmeasurements ( Ûm = 10 mg/s) and its
best fit curve.

takes place in a cross-over regime between Taylor and Kol-
mogorov scaling laws. As equations (26) and (28) do not
present the same concavity, the curve extrapolating between
the two regimes presents an inflection point around which
the linear approximation R (x ) ∼ u∗

u (x + a) is excellent. Fig-
ure 6 shows the light intensity scattered by a fog composed
ofwater and glycerol droplets. The dispersion in an artificially
ventilated corridor is imaged from above. The experimental
profile R (x ) clearly shows the deviation from a quasi-conical
shape at short distance towards a diffusive regime. It is com-
pared with the solution of Eq. (25), using a phenomenological
cross-over between Taylor and Kolmogorov regimes: techni-
cally R−1 is approximated as the sum of the inverse of equa-
tions (26) and (28). The approximation by a tangent at the
inflection point, which corresponds to a diffusion coefficient
D ∼ u∗R and α ∝ u∗/ū provides a sufficient approximation for
the problem tackled here.

5.4 | Turbulentmixing in a small room
In the previous paragraphs we have addressed the generic
case in large public spaces where the dispersion is created
by horizontal draughts. For completeness, we provide here
a simple framework to determine the short-range risk in
smaller rooms. We consider the opposite limit where there
is no mean flow at all, but convective plumes creating turbu-
lent mixing. For simplicity, we can assume that dispersion is
isotropic and write the diffusion equation in spherical coordi-
nates:

∂C

∂t
= r −2

∂

∂r

(
r 2 D

∂C

∂r

)
(29)

Again, considering a constant source of mass rate Ûm , a steady
state solution gradually appears, which obey:

dC
dr = −

Ûm

4πr 2 D
(30)

At large scale, D = u∗L can be considered as constant so that
C decreases as r −1 . In the intermediate range of scales, using
the Villermaux approximation D = u∗r , C decreases as r −2 .
The scaling laws derived before therefore still holds, but with
a geometrically determined constant α .

6 | QUANTA GENERATION RATE
AND DOSE RESPONSE FUNCTION

The risk assessment presents an interest if the quanta gen-
eration rate is known with an accuracy comparable to that
on the epidemic reproduction rate R , say 10 %. The quanta
generation rate is an average over individual properties. We
must therefore examine the possibility to measure this key
quantity, statistical by nature, starting from epidemiologic
and from virologic measurements.

6.1 | Epidemic growth rate in a
microcosm
The fast contamination in the Diamond Princess boat 20 has
provided the first proof of airborne contamination by SARS-
CoV-2. It has been deduced from the coldweather conditions
(−5 ◦C) that the ventilation was mostly recycling the air, at
70%. Even with 30% of fresh air, this would be an excellent
ventilation rate if the air conditioning hadbeenequippedwith
HEPA filters removing most of particles in the 100 nm − 1 µm
range. Thepersistenceof viral particles in such circumstances
is limited by their deactivation timescale, around 1 hour. The
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F IGURE 8 Curve relating the number of infected
people onboard the Diamond Princess Cruise Ship as a
function of time. The evolution is exponential (solid line),
with a growth rate σ = 0.24 day−1 that corresponds to
R = 3.9.20,51,52

surface accessible to passengers is 78 103 m2 and the ceil-
ing height is 2.4 m. The indoor volume, 187 103 m3 , is pretty
large compared to the number of people, N = 3711, crew
and passengers together. The epidemic growth rate was σ =

0.24 day−1 over 12 days. According to equation (20), the epi-
demic reproduction rate is therefore R = 3.9.
From equation (18), this corresponds to a total viral emis-

sion N = 400 quanta or, equivalently, to a typical viral emis-
sion rate q̄ ā D̄m = 3 quanta/hour. Considering the viral load
curve h(t ), this value corresponds to an emission rate on the
order of 16 quanta/hour at maximum.
The fast contamination in theCharles deGaulle French air-

craft carrier is similarly due to the lack offiltration of the recy-
cled air. Over 1767 people onboard, crew and commandos to-
gether, 1288were infected in a short period of time. As for the
Diamond Princess, the persistence of viral particles is limited
by their deactivation timescale rather than by the ventilation.
The indoor relevant volume is estimated around 150 103 m3 .
The epidemic growth rate was on the average σ = 0.16 day−1
during the epidemic peak. According to equation (20), the epi-
demic reproduction rate is therefore R = 2.6.
From equation (18), this corresponds to a total viral emis-

sion N = 460 quanta or, equivalently, to a typical viral emis-
sion rate q̄ ā D̄m = 3.2 quanta/hour. Considering the viral
load curve h(t ), this value corresponds to an emission rate on
the order of 18 quanta/hour at maximum.
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F IGURE 9 Curve relating the proportion P of
infected people onboard the French aircraft carrier
Charles de Gaulle, as a function of time t .53 The solid
line is the best fit by an exponential growth, which gives
a growth rate σ = 0.16 day−1 that corresponds to
R = 2.6. The horizontal dashed line is the theoretical
herd immunity limit P → 1 − 1/R . The dotted line is the
numerical integration of equation 19.

6.2 | Contribution of schools to the
reproduction rate
Schools constitute the best documented social sub-system. 20
Contrarily to the previous case of boats, schools are not iso-
lated from the society. United Kingdom provides the best
data sets for both systematic PCR tests and ventilation condi-
tions. Figure 10 shows the epidemic evolution for secondary
school pupils, between lockdown and holidays. It allows one
to estimate the contribution of schools to the epidemic rate,
in the absence ofmandatorymasks, to R = 1.7 inMarch 2021.
CO2 concentration have been measured in British schools
during a year, showing an average of C = 1070 ppm inMarch.
Figure 11 shows the typical evolution of this concentration
in a classroom whose volume is 10 m3 per pupil. Consid-
ering that the average school time for secondary schools is
27.5 hours per week, equation (18) allows one to deduce the
total viral emission N = 230 quanta. It corresponds to a typi-
cal viral emission rate q̄ ā D̄m = 1.6 quanta/hour and an emis-
sion rate at maximum on the order of 9 quanta/hour.
Importantly, the contributionof school to contamination is

half smaller (R = 0.39) for pupils from age 15 to 19, while the
epidemic rate is the same during lockdown and holidays. We
ascribe this reduced risk to mandatory masks, as discussed
later.
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F IGURE 10 Cases per million people in United
Kingdom, from 1 February to 12 April. (a) Pupils from
age 10 to age 14, with nomandatorymask. The best fit
by an exponential provides the reproduction number:
R = 1.34 ± 0.04 during school period vs R = 0.81 ± 0.03
before and R = 0.70 ± 0.03 after. (b) Pupils from age 15
to age 19, withmandatorymasks. The best fit by an
exponential provides the reproduction number:
R = 1.07 ± 0.04 during school period vs R = 0.82 ± 0.03
before and R = 0.70 ± 0.03 after.

In France, in February 2020, the SARS-CoV-2 epidemic
emerged first in the Haut Rhin department (Alsace) and a few
days later in Paris. The alert was given in local newspapers on
March 6. During one week, before the national lockdown on
March17, schools havebeen closed inHautRhin andnoother
health risk reductionmeasurewas taken. Theoverall effect of
this single measure has been the reduction of the number of
cases by 60%. Indeed, in Paris, no effect is observed before
the national lockdown. The overall effect of school closure on
the epidemic rate, ∆R ' −2.25, shows that each contamina-
tion of a pupil at school, for an ordinary social live, leads to 0.7
secondary infections inside school and 1.55 outside it.
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F IGURE 11 Typical ventilation in British schools in
March, as deduced fromVouriot et al.54 Left axis: CO2
concentration as a function of time. The pupils are not
present in the classroom during the periods of time
shown in gray. Right axis: deduced risk r .

6.3 | Super-spreading events

The epidemic outbreak in a poorly ventilated restaurant
(0.7 ACH) of Guangzhou 13,55 has been entirely characterized
from the aerodynamic point of view. Air conditioningwas pro-
ducing a contaminated recirculation bubble isolating a sub-
part of the restaurant with N = 26 customers. Both the di-
lution factor ε and the duration of inhalation of contaminated
air are known for all customers. Taking into account the accu-
mulation of viral particles over time, we can find the emitted
dose per unit time for which the number people that are con-
tamined on the average is exactly that observed: M = 9. We
find a viral emission rate of 40 quanta/hour.

The Ningbo Tour Bus is an example of super-spreading
event with null ventilation. 20 20 people have likely been in-
fected amongst N = 68 in the bus going to and coming back
from a religious ceremony in t = 50 minutes. The bus vol-
ume wasV ' 45 m3 . Inverting equation (8), the average dose
inhaled by all bus passengers is d ' 0.35 quanta. The viral
emission rate is therefore V

q̄t 2
d ' 45 quanta/hour.

In both cases, the viral emission rate for these super-
spreading events is 2 to 3 times larger than average, which
sounds reasonably consistent.
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6.4 | Molecular determination of the
infectious quantum
The viral dose can be expressed in RNA molecules (GU, for
viral genome units) using quantitative RT-PCR. The result
of RT-qPCR is expressed in number of threshold cycles (Ct)
which is transformed into GU (or copy of viral RNAmolecule)
after calibration using a solution of viral RNA molecule of
known concentration. Externally, in a drop, the number of
RNA molecules is probably a good proxy for the number of
virions (one genome per virus particle), but not all of them
are liable to produce an infection. In order to express a in-
fectious quantum in GU, it is necessary to measure a dose-
response curve relating the fraction of contamination of a
population to the inhaled dose of RNA molecules, in GU. The
Wells-Riley model is a popular yet uncontrolled approxima-
tion of the equation (7) governing the dose-response curve in
the absence of viral cooperativity: given the linearization (8)
and the limit at large dose Z̄ → (N − M ), it assumes that the
dose response function remains exponential:

Z̄

(N −M )
= 1 − e−ād (31)

where ā−1 is the infectious quantum. However, the dose re-
sponse curve may tend to 1 much more gradually in a pop-
ulation presenting a wide distribution of immune response.
The ID50 is defined as the infectious dose necessary to get
a 50% contamination. In the Wells-Riley model, the ID50 is
ln(2) ' 0.69 quanta.
The dose-response curve depends on the characteristics

of the virus, the route of inhalation and the organism stud-
ied. It is well understood that there is little or no data on
human populations, especially when the virus presents a risk
of lethality. To approach this curve, organisms close to hu-
mans (non-human primates) and viruses of the same family
(the coronavirus family for SARS-CoV-2) may be considered,
assuming that the dose response curve is mainly determined
by the cellular entry point. A complementary approach is to
measure the contamination of a cell monolayer by a viral so-
lution in which the concentration in RNAmolecules is known.
One counts the number of plaque-forming units (PFU), which
corresponds to the number of virions from the initial inocu-
lum that will lead to a hole in a cell monolayer, by killing their
host cell, multiplying, disseminating to neighbouring cells and
destroying them in turn. This number, in PFU, can be used to
express the viral titre in a solution or in a drop, or to express
an inhaled dose. Here, only the virulent viral particles, which
are effective for infection, are numbered, in contrast to GUs

which encompassed both infectious and non-infectious parti-
cles (for instance, damaged or dried-out virions). The ratio be-
tween plaque-forming unit (PFU) and RNAmolecules (GU) in
a given sample, varies from study to study, depending on the
nature of the inoculum tested, on the quality of its prepara-
tion and preservation, and on the infection conditions. Alter-
natively, the ability of the virus to kill cells can be measured
by relating the viral activity to the viral dose expressed in GU.
This curve is usually characterized by the Tissue Culture In-
fectivity Dose giving 50% of the response (TCID50), also re-
ferred to as the viral activity. Again, one expects the relation
1 TCID50 = ln(2) PFU, any significant deviation indicating a
protocol problem. For SARS-CoV-1, one plaque-forming unit
(PFU) ranged between 1200 and 1600 GU. 56 For SARS-CoV-
2, the literature provides two measurements of the plaque-
forming unit equal to 57,58 1000GUand1500 respectively for
samples of high preservation quality. We may therefore use
1 PFU ' 1400 GU as a reasonable ratio during the asymp-
tomatic phase of the pathology. Upon the course of the dis-
ease, the number of replicable virion is going to decrease and
this ratio will increased.
The ratio between ID50 and TCID50 is larger than 1 and

relates the viral dose able to infect an organism to that able
to kill a culture cell. To infect an organism, the coronavirus
must infect the cells of the epithelium, replicate and not be
eliminated by the immune system of the upper respiratory
tract, the mucus. For SARS-CoV-2, this ratio ranges from 10
to 1000 depending on individuals. 59 We are interested here
in the average over the population, which presents large er-
rorbars around thebest estimatedeterminedonSARS-CoV-1
that may be used, 60 ' 350. In conclusion, the infectious quan-
tum, defined over a population is around ā−1 = 1 quantum '
5 105 GUwithin, say, a factor of 2.
In order to express the exhaled viral dose per unit time

during breathing in quanta/h, the quantity of SARS-CoV-2
RNA per unit air volume exhaled by patients must be mea-
sured. In the study by Ma et al., 61 patients were asked to
exhale toward a cooled hydrophobic film via a long straw to
collect a sample of exhaled breath condensate: the SARS-
CoV-2 concentration was in the range 105 − 2 107 GU/m3 .
As a consequence, the viral emission rate of SARS-CoV-2 in
the breath ranges from 0.1 to 20 quanta/h. This value re-
lies heavily on the ratio between ID50 and TCID50 that we
have used. In the same article, 61 the authors notice that the
emission rate was correlated with the viral load in the nose
and the throat but not in the lung. The viral exhalation rate
varies in time and reaches its maximum during the asymp-
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F IGURE 12 Cumulated number of deaths due to
Covid-19 as a function of time t in two French
departments, Paris (white squares) and Haut-Rhin (grey
circles), inMarch 2020. The delay between lockdown
and themaximum of death rate was 17 days. Arrows
show the effect of school closure in Haut-Rhin, one week
before national lockdown ofMarch 17, lagged by this
delay. During the weekwhen school closure has been
the single measure taken against the epidemy, the
reproduction number has changed from R = 3.86 ± 0.1
to R = 1.61 ± 0.1.

tomatic/presymptomatic phases.

7 | RESPIRATORY MASK EFFI-
CIENCY

7.1 | Droplet size distribution
Coughing, sneezing, singing, speaking, laughing or breath-
ing produce droplets of mucosalivary fluid in two range of
sizes. Droplets above 100 µm are produced by fragmenta-
tion of a liquid sheet formed at the upper end of the res-
piratory tract (i.e. for sneeze) or from filaments between
the lips (i.e. plosives consonants when speaking 62,63), with
an average around 500 µm . 64–66 In the first case, the initial
sheet is stretched and get pierced. The liquid accumulates
by capillarity retraction in a rim, which destabilizes into liga-
ments. 67,68 The latter form droplets by a capillary instability
referred to as the beads-on-a-string. 69 In the second case, a
film forms between the lips, which destabilizes into filaments,
themselves exhibiting the beads-on-a-string instability.
Droplets below 20 µm form either by bubble bursting

events in the lungs alveoli or by turbulent destabilization of

liquid films covering the lower and upper airways. The aver-
age droplet size, around 4 µm results from an interplay be-
tween the fluid film thickness, the turbulent stress and the
surface tension. Further fragmentation of these droplets can
occur in the tract constrictions where air flows at large ve-
locity. Pulmonary surfactant helps reducing the droplet size,
and contributes to prevent accumulation of fluid in airways.
The main entry zone is through the nasal epithelium and
more specifically a subset of cells of the nasal epithelium ex-
pressing both the ACE2 receptor and the TMPRSS2 protease.
Other entry zones exist aswell as different receptors and pro-
teases. 28 Infirst approximation, they can be considered asmi-
nor routes in the dissemination of the epidemic and in the risk
of contamination. The emission of mucus droplets containing
viral particles in the nasal cavity has not been much investi-
gated so far.
Between 20 µm and 100 µm , almost no droplets form, in-

dicating two well separated mechanisms. For each class of
droplets, the distribution around the average has been fitted
either by a log-normal distribution, following the idea of a
break-up cascade, or by a Gamma distribution, based on the
idea that the blobs that make up a ligament exhibit an aggre-
gation process before breaking up. 70

7.2 | Evaporation process
The evaporation of liquid droplets in the air is controlled by
the ambient relative humidity RH. Mass transport of water
molecules from the droplets to the surrounding air is diffu-
sive; as the drops evaporate, they release latent evaporation
heat, which is also conducted away. This cools down the
droplets, which in turns lowers the saturation pressure in the
immediate surrounding of the drop, slowing down evapora-
tion. Due to this coupled transport, a drop of initial radius a0
shrinks to a radius a(t ) as 71,72

a2(t ) = a20 − 2Deff (1 − RH) t (32)
where Deff = 1.3 10−10 m2/s is an effective diffusion coeffi-
cient taking into account both diffusive transport ofmass and
its slowdown due to evaporative cooling. Evaporation takes
places at the surface of the drop, which explains the linear be-
haviour of a2 with t . Since the drops are small, evaporation
is very fast compared to the time they spend aloft: a 4 µm
drop at 70% RH completely evaporates in 0.2 s, while it takes
20min to fall a distance of 2munder its ownweight.
The classical picture 73 considers evaporating droplets as

independent. This is true for aerosol droplets dispersed in-
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F IGURE 13 Schlieren imaging of a person exhaling (a) without amask (b) with a surgical mask (c) with an FFP2mask.
Temperature acts as a passive scalar with respect to turbulent transport, the sameway CO2 and small aerosols do. The
schlieren technique shows local variations in the air refractive index caused by the warm air exhaled out of the body.

side a room, but not of droplets inside a cough or sneeze
spray. In that case, RH is roughly uniform and close to 1 in-
side the aerosol jet, meaning that no evaporation takes places
except at the spray boundaries. 74,75 This makes these drops
extremely long-lived, up to a hundred times the isolated drop
lifetime. 72,76,77
However, virus-laden respiratory droplets do not vanish

as they contain viral particles and are not composed of pure
water. The mucosalivary fluid is a dilute solution of surfac-
tants, proteins and electrolytes, initially composed of ∼ 99%
water in volume. The solutes stabilise drops at a finite radius
aeq , at which they still contain water 78:

aeq =
(
Mw

ρw

∑
i

νi ci
Mi

)1/3
a0

(1 − RH)1/3 (33)

The sum is done over all solutes i . ci is the mass concentra-
tion of solute i , Mi its molar mass, νi its degree of dissocia-
tion (2 for NaCl). We model respiratory fluid by a mixture of
NaCl and the total average protein content 79,80: celectrolytes =
9 g/L (physiological NaCl concentration), cproteins = 70 g/L,
Mproteins = 70 kg/mol. This gives aeq ≈ 10−1a0 (1 − RH)−1/3:
typically, at medium relative humidity, aerosol drops formed
at 5 µm remain at 500 nm, which is significantly larger than
the virus itself.
In aerosol droplets at equilibrium, virions are gradually in-

activated by the damage done by dessication or by antiviral
proteins in saliva. 81 The inactivation rate of envelopped, air-
borne viruses increases 82–84 with RH: this suggests that viri-
ons can associate with proteins which protects them both
fromdessication and antivirals. 80 By stabilising the droplet at
a finite radius, solute reduce the evaporation time to

tev =
a20

2Deff(1 − RH)
(
1 −

(
aeq
a0

)2)
(34)

The solute effect on the evaporation time is small at low RH
since the drop shrinks by a lot; at 99 %RH, a 4 µmdrop has its
evaporation time increased by 80 %.

7.3 | The enrichment issue
In the literature 20,54,85–89 devoted to airborne transmission
of SARS-CoV-2, most authors have considered that the viral
emission rate is the product of the volume of mucus droplets
emitted per unit time by the concentration in viral RNA inmu-
cus. The viral particle emission rate was found far too small.
The volume of droplets emitted per unit time has been mea-
sured at short distance from a person breathing (in the range
20 − 2000 µm3/s) or speaking (∼ 2000 µm3/s). 64,72 This would
correspond, if the dropletswere composedbymucuswith the
same viral charge as in a nasopharyngeal swab, to an emission
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F IGURE 14 Maskwearing in five selected public
spaces in the Paris suburban region (Ile-de-France)
where facial masks aremandatory, mid April 2021,
during lockdown (supermarkets and public
transportations). N = 584. Green: correct fitting.
Orange: centimeter-scale leakage along the nose or the
cheeks. Red: No fitting at all.

of 40 − 4000 GU/h. This range of values is more than three or-
ders of magnitude smaller than direct measurements of viral
particles.

We propose here two possible explanations to this dis-
crepancy. First, small droplets evaporate very quickly so that
the droplet diameter may be much smaller when measured
than when generated by instability. A reduction of the drop
size by a factor of 10 would be sufficient to explain the un-
derestimated mission rate. Second, during normal breathing,
viral particles are emitted from the nasal mucus. They may
serve as surface disturbances favoring aerosol formation en-
capsulating viral particles. This enrichment procedure would
then lead to a viral content of droplets which is not propor-
tional to their initial volume. If droplets of 4 µm were com-
posed of a mucus containing 108 GU/mL, only one in 300
aerosol droplets would contain a viral RNA. The possibility
that drops nucleate on viral particles cannot be rejected on
the basis of a simple order of magnitude.

It is worth noting that the total quantity of liquid exhaled
per volume of air is around 30 mL/m3 . If all this liquid was ini-
tially under the form of droplets, then the viral emission rate
would be 8 109 GU/h, which is two orders of magnitude too
large. Just like evaporation creates a bias in the droplet sam-
pling, condensation of vapour in the drop sampler is a sym-
metric problem. 90

7.4 | Masks
The filtration factor λ crucially depends on the size of mucus
droplets carrying viral particles. All types of masks totally fil-
ter droplets of a fraction of millimeter. However, they have
very different efficiencies between 0.1 µm and 0.5 µm, which
is the range of equilibrium sizes of mucus droplets after evap-
oration. Mask efficiency presents a minimum around 0.3 µm.
Smaller particles diffuse due to brownian motion, which in-
creases the probability of collision with a fiber. Larger parti-
cles present a higher collisional cross-sectionwith fibers. The
filtration efficiency is typically 95 % for FFP2/KN95 masks,
70 % for surgical masks and 20 % for community masks for
this range of particle diameters while they all present a 100 %
filtration above 10 µm . We have ourselves performed fil-
tration measurements of incense smoke whose size distribu-
tion ranges from 0.1 µm and 1 µm. The smoke was sampled
with and without mask in a transparent air sampling canister,
prepared by evacuating the contents to a vacuum of approx-
imately 100 mbars. The filtration efficiency is deduced from
Beer-Lambert law, using the attenuation of a LASER whose
intensity is measured with a photodiode. The effective filtra-
tion efficiency was 97 ± 2 % for FFP2/KN95 masks, 94 ± 2 %
for surgical masks and 83 ± 3 % for cotton masks distributed
in Frenchuniversities. This is similar to the values obtained by
Fischer et al. 91
The main problem of face masks is leakage along the nose

and the cheeks. Awell fitted surgicalmask as an aerosol filtra-
tion around 90 % which corresponds to λ = 0.1 but ordinary
wearing is much lower (λ ' 0.3 − 0.7). Community masks only
protect against the largest aerosol droplets (λ ' 0.7). FFP2
aremuch easier to fit and it is possible to reach effectively the
value λ = 0.95 giving the name to KN95. 92 More precisely,
the pressure drop across FFP2 helps fitting the mask to the
face when inhaling but favors leaks when exhaling, as shown
in figure 13.
We have performed a quantitative study of mask wear-

ing in different public spaces around Paris. Figure 14 shows
the resulting histogram reflecting social activities at different
times of the week, in April 2021. Only indoor public spaces
wheremasks aremandatory have been included. FFP2masks
represent 3 % only of facial masks and correctly fitted pro-
tective masks (chirurgical or FFP2) only 42 %. We can esti-
mate that themeanfiltration factorλ is around 0.5only,which
gives a reduction of R by a factor of 4 in public spaces were
mask is worn. The reproduction rate in France has started
around R = 3.8 in February 2020 and ended around R = 0.9
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F IGURE 15 Modeled CO2 concentration excess in
the wake of a person as a function to the distance x in
the wind direction, for different wind speeds ū .
ū = 0.1 m/s is the smallest natural wind found inside
shoppingmall corridors; 0.5 m/s is a moderately windy
corridor; 1 m/s is light air outdoor. Gray rectangle:
concentration range such that the risk obey 0.5 < r < 1
without facial masks. The security distance, given by the
intersection between gray band and colored lines
strongly depends on the flow velocity.

with the wild strains, before the strain B.1.1.7 became domi-
nant, one year later. Following the same reasoning as before,
we may consider that each contamination outside the family
and friends circle (people than onemeets on a regularly basis
without facial masks) is amplified by a factor 2.2. Under this
hypothesis, the mean number of secondary infection outside
this close circle has decreased from 1.75 to 0.4, a factor of 4.
Figure 10 shows that secondary infection in British

schools was around 0.6 without facial masks and 0.3 with
mandatory masks. We have observed that young people sta-
tistically wear their facial mask in a non fitted way. This may
explain a part of this reduction of risk by a factor 2 only. An al-
ternative explanation is the contamination during lunch time,
which remained unchanged.
A study in Finland 93 has shown an infection rate of health-

care workers substantially higher (more than 15 times) than
that of the general population. Amongst 413 healthcare
workers who performed aerosol-generating procedures with
Covid patients during spring 2020, 14 occupational infec-
tions occurred using surgical masks (amongst 233) and 0with

a) b)

d)c)

F IGURE 16 Hydrodynamic solutions tomitigate
short-range transmission by dispersing aerosols away
from individuals. (a) A large fan with a filter is slightly
tilted upward and aimed at a line of static people waiting.
The cone of aerosols they emit cannot reach anyone in
the line. (b) Fans force the circulation of air through
Hepa filters at a cafeteria table. (c) An air flow inside the
floor of a club pushes air up through small holes,
preventing aerosols from spreading laterally and
dispersing them towards the ceiling where the
ventilation system can remove them. (d) A fan at a café
table pulls air, filters it and expels it upwards.

FFP2/FFP3 masks (amongst 180). This suggests a higher effi-
ciency ratio between FFP2 and surgical mask than expected,
due to leakages.

8 | CONCLUSION
8.1 | Summary of results
In this article, we provide an effective definition of the risk
r associated with a public space, defined as the average sec-
ondary infections per initially infected person. Under the
commonly accepted hypothesis of no cooperation between
virions, the risk is computed in the low risk limit. It is re-
lated to the integrated quantum emission N̄, to the mask fil-
tration factor λ and to the CO2 concentration, which quanti-
fies the dilution factor between exhaled and inhaled air. The
first central result of the article, given by equation (14), is
the incorporation of the ventilation flow rate, the room vol-
ume and the number of people present into a single measur-
able quantity. The disappearance of the number of people N
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from equation (14) at large N results is non-trivial and comes
from two factors balancing eachothers: on theonehand, CO2
is exhaled by all individuals present, and not only people in-
fected by the virus; on the other hand, the transmission risk
increases linearly with the number of people susceptible to
be infected.
Indoor and outdoor spaces both present a risk of airborne

transmission at short-range, in the dilution cone of the ex-
haled breath. The concentration in viral particles or in CO2
decays as the inverse squared distance to the emitter, and as
the inverse wind speed. Figure 15 summarizes the findings:
the risk, higher in the wake of other people, at short distance,
can be determined by adding a short range excess CO2 con-
centration to the well-mixed case.
The viral load curve results into an important source

of variability. Here, we have defined the integrated, maxi-
mal and average viral emission rate, which are significantly
smaller than previous estimates: 3 quanta/hour for the raw
strain, which corresponds to 16 quanta/hour at maximum
and N̄ = 400 quanta for the integrated quantum emission.
These valuesmust bemultiplied by∼ 1.5 for the B.1.1.7 strain
and by ∼ 2.0 for the P.1 and B.1.617 strains. 46 The mean vi-
ral emission rate is consistent with both epidemic and molec-
ular measurements. Importantly, the infection dose is around
5 105 GU and not between 10 and 100 as mentioned in some
recent articles, 20,26,54,85–89 once the ratio between plaque-
forming units (PFU) and genome units (GU) taken into ac-
count.

8.2 | How to reduce the epidemic risk in
public spaces?
The transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in public spaces is predomi-
nantly airborne. The infection risk can be reduced by a combi-
nation of five actions:

• Correct wearing of good quality masks to increase the
mean filtration factor λ.

• Ventilation with a sufficient fresh air flow rate per person
to reduce the long-range risk.

• Air purification to complement ventilation where needed.
• Turbulent dispersion, distancing and reduction of static
crowds to reduce the short range risk, both indoors and
outdoors.

• Monitor CO2 to measure the risk and adjust practices.

The risk of fomite transmission after droplet deposition on

surfaces is probably negligible but it is still interesting tomiti-
gate it to prevent contaminations by other illnesses. It can be
eliminated by regular hand and surface washing.
The results in this article can be applied directly to the

problem of comparing risk scenarios in public spaces, encour-
aging rational public policies to reduce the transmission risk
in such places. The uncertainty lies primarily with the mask
filtration factor λ and with the integrated quantum emission
N̄ = 400 quanta, but the relative risk can be precisely deter-
mined. Still, it is interesting to compute themaximal CO2 con-
centration consistent with the receding regime (R < 1), fol-
lowing the Zero-Covid strategy. This should be considered as
an initial estimate, which must be updated when better data
become available. Allowing for a small safety factor, we can
take N̄ = 1000 quanta for the strains that are about to be-
come dominant in the second half of 2021 and a risk r = 0.5.
In the absence of facial masks, the excess CO2 concentration
must be limited to 18 ppmand therefore toC = 430 ppm. This
is almost impossible indoors without opening all windows.
Having this value in mind, figure 15 shows that the transmis-
sion risk outdoor,withoutmasks, is real at short distances and
for long periods of time. Static crowds without masks must
therefore be avoided. It is important for people to learn how
to take into account thewind strength and direction for static
outdoors activities, in particular if they sing, eat, or drink for a
long duration. As the risk outdoors is entirely at short range,
large fans may be used to reduce the risk of a bar terrace or
static queue in front of a shop (figure 16 panel a). The more
these fans induce turbulent fluctuations, rather than an aver-
age flow, the better they are. Theymust be oriented upwards
to change the wake direction. For outdoor dance floors, injec-
tion of air at high flow rate, say, 1 − 10 m3/hour/person may
be sufficient to reduce the risk (Fig. 16 panel c).
With the current level of mask-wearing in public (Fig. 14),

which leads to a small filtration factor λ2 = 0.2, the maxi-
mum excess CO2 concentration should be 90 ppm, which cor-
responds to an unrealistic maximum of concentration C =

500 ppm. The reduction of risk in public spaces must there-
fore combine improvement of mask fitting and ventilation.
For instance, with an objective of 10 % FFP2, 70 % well-
fitted surgical masks, allowing for 20 % community masks
or badly fitting masks, one can easily decrease the filtration
parameter λ by a factor of 2. Explanatory signs, scientific
video clips on aerosol contamination, on the correct wearing
of masks and on the filtration levels of the different types of
masks may encourage public adherance. For an average fil-
tration of λ2 = 0.05, a maximal excess CO2 concentration
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of 390 ppm becomes sufficient, which corresponds to C =

800 ppm. This constitutes a reasonable compromise between
masks and ventilation.
Consider now public places like theaters or concert halls

where FFP2masks can be included in the ticket pricewith dif-
ferent sizes available. The factor λ2 would be decreased by
40. The risk becomes negligible for standard ventilation con-
ditions. Surgicalmasks andFFP2masks are expensive but can
bedecontaminatedabout four times and reusedas longas the
filtration layers do not show tears. Public spaces could offer a
mask decontamination service using a combination of UV-C,
heat and hydrogen peroxide vapor. 94
Ventilationwith fresh air is energy consuming, both inwin-

ter and during heat waves. The filtering of viral particles in
the recycled air is difficult to implement because the stan-
dard ventilation installations have not been dimensioned to
receive Hepa filters: they are not able to overcome the in-
duced pressure drop. Alternatively, two innovative methods
can be used and even combined to decontaminate the air:
UV-C neon lights, which are already used reliably and reg-
ularly, 95–103 and ultrasounds between 25 and 100 MHz, 104
which is at the proof-of-concept stage. These techniques are
cost-effective in the long term for destroying nucleic acids,
DNAor RNA frombacteria, viruses or othermicro-organisms
present in the air.
The absence of masks when eating and drinking poses

a specific problem of aerosol risk reduction. In particular,
collective catering facilities are amongst the most important
places of high transmission risk. It is possible to use Hepa fil-
tered air purifiers arranged to provide air free of viral parti-
cles and suck out stale air (Fig. 16 b-d).

8.3 | Concluding scientific remarks
In conclusion, it is important to discuss the limitations of this
study. A better molecular determination of the infectious
quantum necessitates measuring the quantity of viral parti-
cles per unit volume of exhaled air. This calls for the de-
sign and the calibration of facial masks allowing patients to
breathe normally and to collect all viral particles in a filter.
We have hypothesized here that the infectious quantum, ex-
pressed in viral RNA (GU), remains the same for SARS-CoV-
2 variants, which differ by the viral load curve. The system-
atic use of breath aerosol samplers 105 would provide a quan-
titative characterizationof SARS-CoV-2 strains, necessary for
risk assessment and subsequent risk-reduction policies. Simi-
larly, one could directly use standard quantitative techniques

of molecular biology such as plaque assay and quantitative
polymerase chain reaction to directly measure facial mask ef-
ficiency.
A second limit of the study is the lack of knowledge on the

generation of virus-laden aerosols in the upper tract, partic-
ularly in the nasal cavity. We have shown that the indirect
determination of the rate at which viral particles are exhaled
using the aerosol droplets emission rate underestimates the
result by three orders of magnitude.
Finally, the evolution upon desiccation of mucus droplets

carrying virions and themechanisms of deactivation of SARS-
CoV-2 remain poorly understood. Evaluating the efficacy
of other techniques to reduce risk requires knowing how
environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, chemical
concentrations, ultraviolet irradiation) affect the viability of
SARS-CoV-2. 72,77,106–109
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